Dear Parent/Caregiver

As part of our ongoing goal to improve the outcomes for all students at our school through better behaviour, better learning, we have introduced ‘THE THREE STRIKES’ rule.

Students will be on THREE STRIKES with regard to behaviour for all excursions, school performances, sporting events and special activities. Curriculum based activities will be given high priority for attendance by ALL students, but if it is deemed that the student has been displaying behaviour that would be a negative influence on the school, safety, learning outcomes or the general smooth flow of the excursion, he/she will be excluded.

To incur a STRIKE, a student will have to have been involved in a series of minor incidents over a short period of time or have had a major incident recorded against his/her name. After either of these, parents/caregivers will be notified by the teacher or someone from Administration to inform them of the STRIKE and of the school’s willingness to discuss ways that their child can avoid getting another one.

Suspension from school may be regarded as more than one STRIKE and this will be determined by the nature and severity of the incident causing the suspension and the number of days that the student is suspended for. A final decision on the number of STRIKES for this will be made by the Administration team in consultation with the parents/caregivers.

If you have any concerns with regard to this rule, please contact the school so that we can discuss them.

Yours in better education,

Alan Webb (Behaviour Management/Support Teacher)  Sighted by Dave Bosworth (Principal)